Thank you for renting a Pickleball Equipment Bag from
Wauwatosa Recreation Department. The contents of
your rental bag are as follows:
Pickleball Net Items:
6 Metal Tube Links for Net Frame
2 Metal Bases for Net Frame
2 Vertical Posts
2 Bent Base Tubes
1 Center T-Bar
1 Spreader Bar
1 Center Rod
1 Net
Pickleball Game Accessories:
4 Balls
4 Paddles
Please see Assembly Instructions to put together the
frame and attach the net and tensions.

Assembly Instructions
See diagram on next page

1. Locate the center t-bar stand (#1). Put center spreader tube (#6)
through the top hole in the t-bar stand (#1).
2. Assemble three (3 each) horizontal base tubes (#2) to each side of
the center spreader tube (#6).
3. Assemble one (1 each) horizontal bent base tube (#5) to each side
of the horizontal base tubes (#2).
4. Assemble the horizontal bent base tubes (#5) to the end base legs
(#3) by pressing the metal pin in to attach.
5. The lower frame assembly is now complete.
6. Assemble one vertical post (#4) into the vertical tube on the end
base leg (#3). Slide one end of the net over the vertical post (#4)
until the net sleeve is flush with the top of the vertical post (see
figure A).
7. Slide the other vertical post (#4) through the opposite end of the net
and then install that vertical post (#4) into that side’s end base leg
(#3).
8. Locate the white tape sleeve in the middle of the net and install the
thin black center rod into the sleeve (see figure B). Once fully
installed in the sleeve, the rod should be inserted into the hole on
the top side of the t-bar stand (#1) and the white Velcro strap on the
bottom of the center sleeve should be wrapped around the t-bar
stand (#1) to set the height of the center of the net (see figure C).
9. Route the net tension end straps around each vertical post (#4) and
tension the net (see figure A). *If the net tension end straps are not
threaded through the tension clip, then feed the strap through the
bottom of the clip first, then around the center bar, and finally out
the front opening of the clip. A simple tug on the excess strap will
increase net tension.
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